
Fear on the Pier:  a mobile GPS game inspired by Graham 
Greene’s novel Brighton Rock 

 
“Hale knew, before he had been in Brighton three hours, 
that they meant to murder him”.  
 
It’s a sweltering Bank Holiday afternoon in 1938, and 
thousands of day trippers have come down from London to 
enjoy their day off.  Among them is Fred Hale, sent down to 
Brighton by his employers, the Daily Messenger, to distribute 
prize cards on a set route along the seafront.  
 
But Brighton is the last place in the world Fred wants to be 
right now. He’s got himself mixed up in a protection racket 
and the local mob chief has been killed. His cronies are angry 
and they’re out to get poor Fred:  he can feel their presence 
all around him.  There’s Pinkie (right), the thin pale boy with a 
nasty sneer, who’s now the gang leader, plus his henchmen 
Dallow, Spicer and Cubitt. 
 
Follow in Fred’s footsteps as he dutifully distributes his cards on his 30 minute route, starting here at 
the Metropole. There’s a clue for you to find at each location – a single letter that is part of a name. 
Remember the letters to help you work out what happened, then come back and tell us what you’ve 
discovered.  
 

Instructions 
 
1. When you start the game you’ll be presented with a picture on your phone to point you in the 

direction of the first location. If the picture alone is not enough, you can ask for a HINT.  
 
2. As you get closer, a second picture will help you identify the exact point. In addition to the 

pictures and the hint, the pointer on the WARMOMETER at the top of the screen will tell you if 
you are getting hotter or colder. 

 
3. Once you’ve found the location, you’ll see a message on the screen:  the clue you're looking for 

is a letter next to the heading in the form [- - a - -]. The letter is part of the name you want to 
work out, so don’t forget it.  

 
4. When done, press CONTINUE to reveal the image for the next location. 
 
Some things to keep in mind: 
 
o The warmometer at the top of the screen has a black slider that moves from blue to red as you 

get closer. After the second image appears, the warmometer only shows the red scale and the 
slider moves from light red to dark red as you get closer. Accuracy is about 3-5 metres. 

o Don't forget to press CONTINUE after you have found a location and noted the letter in the 
heading. 

 

 Fill in the Name here:    [  _  _  _  _  _  _  ]   


